Is there a difference in laterality during robot-assisted radical prostatectomy? Assessment of lymph node yield and neurovascular bundle dissection.
The da Vinci Surgical System (dVSS) has been reported to eliminate innate hand dominance of the surgeon. There are no studies to date, however, that specifically address whether the dVSS has its own inherent "handedness" resulting from the fixed left-right preference of specific instrument docking and assistant positioning. We identified the pelvic lymph node (LN) and neurovascular bundle (NVB) dissections as well as positive surgical margin rates as procedure points during robot-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) that could be influenced by laterality and sought to illustrate left-right consistency. Patients who underwent RARP by a single right-handed surgeon (KKB) between 2008 and 2010 were identified. Surgeon instrument preference and port placement were consistent across all cases. Pathologic LN yield was stratified by the intended limits of dissection (limited or extended) and laterality. In addition, fascial widths (FW) were prospectively measured for 93 consecutive patients, a narrower FW indicating a more precise intended NVB dissection. The pathologists were blinded to intended dissections. A total of 340 limited, 11 bilateral extended, 11 right extended, and 5 left extended LN dissections were performed. For patients undergoing limited LN dissection, the mean LN yield was greater on the right compared with the left (3.26 vs 2.76, P=0.010). This difference was not seen in the extended LN dissection (P=0.96). Average FW was narrower on the right surgical margin compared with the left (1.99 vs 2.64 mm, P<0.001). Our findings suggest that a greater number of LNs and a closer NVB dissection are achieved on the right compared with the left using the dVSS during RARP. This can be attributed to surgeon handedness, robotic instrument laterality, or assistant instrument laterality. Surgeon awareness of these potential differences is important for the preoperative planning before RARP.